ISDA Submits Letter to US Agencies on SLR Reform

On March 5, ISDA submitted a letter to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency to urge them to implement targeted reforms to the supplementary leverage ratio (SLR).

ISDA Statement on JBATA’s Euroyen TIBOR Announcement (Statement and Euroyen TIBOR Cessation Guidance)

ISDA has published a statement in response to the announcement by JBA TIBOR Administration (JBATA) on the future cessation of all euroyen TIBOR tenors.

ISDA Publishes Whitepaper Charting the Next Phase of India’s OTC Derivatives Market (Press Release and Paper)

ISDA has published a new whitepaper that explores the growth of India’s financial markets and makes a series of market and policy recommendations to encourage the further development of a safe and efficient over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives market.

Speeches:

ISDA India Derivatives Markets Forum: Scott O’Malia Opening Remarks

IQ MAGAZINE
New Blossom – IQ March

The reversal of negative interest rates in Japan is expected to drive more active trading and investment, with increased demand for derivatives and risk management. Read the March Issue of IQ Here

IQ Interview with Tanisha Cole Edmonds

THE SWAP

Episode 39: Exchange of Views

Sustainable and green finance will play a critical part in the transition to net zero. SGX’s Michael Syn talks about how the exchange is approaching this issue.

INFRASTRUCTURE
## Clearing:

- ISDA Responds to CFTC on Clearing Member Funds Protection

## PUBLIC POLICY

### Global:

- Updated OTC Derivatives Compliance Calendar – Updated for April 2024
- ISDA Response to IOSCO Consultation on Post-trade Risk Reduction
- ISDA Response to IOSCO VCMs Consultation

### Europe:

- ISDA Response to FCA MMF Consultation
- ISDA Response to FCA on Transparency in Derivatives Markets

## RESEARCH

### Research Notes:

- IRD Trading Activity Reported in EU, UK and US Markets: Full Year 2023 and Fourth Quarter of 2023

## RISK & CAPITAL

### Capital:

- Joint Response to BCBS Crypto Standard Amendments Consultation
- ISDA Response to EBA on Internal Models Benchmarking
- ISDA-SIFMA Response to Proposed FFIEC Reporting Revisions
- ISDA Responds to EBA on Standardized Approach for Counterparty Credit Risk

### Tax & Accounting:

- ISDA Response to IASB on Financial Instruments with Equity Characteristics
- ISDA Responds to FASB on Induced Conversion of Convertible Debt
ISDA Commentary

Read recent derivatiViews posts:

Preparing for Climate Disruption

Time to Relook at the SLR

ISDA In Review from previous months can be found at https://www.isda.org/category/news/isda-in-review/

Please direct comments and questions about ISDA In Review to Christopher Faimali at cfaimali@isda.org